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INTRODUCTION
It is probable that the earliest memory of
letters is a muscular one. The kinaesthetic ap-
proach to reading has been studied and believed
valuable in the beginning reading program.
There is no statistical evidence to support
this theory so this study is an attempt to find the
relationship of certain motor abilities and success
in beginning reading.
It seems necessary to compare these results
with other factors which have been shown to be im-
portant.
The factors to be studied in addition to
the motor skills are:
1. Auditory discrimination.
2. Visual discrimination.
3. Mental age.
Reading.
4. Readiness test scores.
5. Sex differences in these same
functions.
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CHAPTER I
THE RELATIONSHIP
OF
CERTAIN READINESS FACTORS IN RELATION TO BEGINNING READING
. : .
- • - ........
SUMM ARY OF P REV IOUS RESEARCH
Gates1 suggests that there are different interpre-
tations of the factors affecting reading readiness by people
working in the reading field. One group defines it as an
expression of interest or purpose in the chi^d; another
group considers mental age the most vital factor; while
still another group classifies it as a period of general
maturation - mental, physical and social.
2Many investigators in the last fifteen years in
the field of reading have made several studies concerning
factors important in the determination of reading readiness.
Among these factors we find the following: Intelligence;
interests; home background; meaning vocabulary or ex-
periences; physiological maturity - particularly of the
ocular system; ability to see likenesses and differences
in objects; geometrical forms and words; motor coordination
skills and many others depending upon the experiments of
the investigators.
-^Gates, A. I. "Basic Principles in Reading Readiness
Testing", Teachers College Record , Vol. 40: Pp. 495 - 506,
March 1939.
2Sullivan, H. B. and McCarthy, Josephine "An Evaluation of
Reading Readiness Materials", Pp. 40 - 43, September 1941.
Education
. Vol. 62.
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Studies Related to Motor Abilities
Garfield, 1 in 1923 using thirty-two college women
made a study of the relationship between intelligence and
motor ability, using ratings of instruction on motor ability
Army Alpha tests of tapping, foot speed, running one hundred
yards, coordination, dance steps, steadiness, aiming,
strength and vital capacity. The obtained intereorrelations
were for the most part low but positive. She concluded,
"Motor ability may be meaningfully understood that it
represents a group of abilities, in the main, independent
of or at least different from mental ability.
"
According to Jacobson,^ the results of his experi-
ments lend support to the views that:
1. Processes of imagery or thinking involve
implicit motor activity.
2. The implicit activity involved in imagining
a motor act is for the most part confined to
the muscles which would be employed in the
execution of the act, except in cases in
which the act is described verbally or is
imagined visually. In such cases implicit
movements of the speech machanisms or eye
muscles occur.
^-Garfield, E. "The Measurement of Motor Ability", Archives
of Psychology
.
Vol. 10: No. 62, 1923, P. 47.
^Adapted from Max, L. W. "Experimental Study of the Motor
Theory of Consciousness ; IV Action - Current Response in
the Deaf During Awakening, Kinaesthetic Imagery and Ab-
stract Thinking" Journal of Comparative Psychology 1937,
Vol. 24: Pp. 301~"344. —
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Monroe^- says that "Poor motor control may result
In reversals. Many children who have birth injuries; chorea
or other physical ailments that result in lack of precision
or unsteadiness in motor adjustments show reversal tendencies.
Such children are sometimes unable to follow a line of words
with the eye or even with the fingers. Naturally, in losing
the place and looking back to find it, reversals occur.
Left-handed children who are forced to use the right hand
may find their motor habits disrupted, with resulting loss
of precision and of steadiness of control."
2The difficulties in motor control which affect
reading arise from many different causes. Birth injuries
and illness affecting the nervous system such as: meningitis,
infantile paralysis, encephalitis, convulsions, etcetera
often affect the child’s motor control. Glandular disorders
sometimes result in a sluggish rate of reaction, and general
clumsiness. Chorea results in jerky and spasmodic movements.
Poor coordination through a change of handedness or failure
to develop a preference for one side of the body may also
affect reading.
Conroe, Marion, Children Who Cannot Read , University of
Chicago Press, 1932.
^Monroe, Marion and Backus, Bertie, Remedial Reading
,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1^3^, Pp. 19 - 20.
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An inspection of handwriting and general muscular co-
ordination in athletics and games assist in determining
whether the child’s motor abilities are average for his age.
Since reading is an act involving finely coordinated
muscular control, it should be investigated as a possible
factor in reading disability. Poor motor control is often
observed in children who show the following characteristics
in reading;
a. Excessive reversals and repetitions.
b. Line skipping and losing place.
c. Eratic, impulsive behaviour with frequent
failire to attend to reading for more than
brief periods.
d. Variations in the rate of reading, such as
very slow rate or impulsively rapid, jerky,
or spasmodic reading.
e. Stammering during oral reading.
f. Erratic, uncontrolled eye movements.
Oseretsky, 1 after testing more than a hundred
children between four and fifteen years of age, built a
scale of motor tests by which he calculated retardation or
acceleration in motor development. Six tests were used at
each level.
Celma Kemal applied it in 1928 to the children of
Geneva comparing the results obtained with girls with those
obtained with boys.
Oflfirfltskv Tests of Motor Proficiency , A Translation
from the Portuguese Adaptation, Sponsored and Edited by
Edgar A. Doll, Ph.D.
,
Director of Research, The Training
School at Vineland, N. J.
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The results obtained by using this test on boys and girls
point to no difference between the sexes, in other words
that from four to eight years there is a period when there
is no differenciation between the sexes as far as motor
ability is concerned.
Monahan and Hollingworth1 studied the difference
in neuromuscular capacity between children of superior men-
tal ability and children of average mental ability. The
superior children were found to score higher in tapping,
equal in jumping, and lower in chinning than did those of
average mental ability. The lower score in chinning may
be due to the slightly greater weight of the superior weight
of the superior children.
Motor development has been one of the criteria
used in the determination of mental ability, especially at
the lower age levels and in the performance tests. To a
o
large extent, in the Merrill-Palmer Tests motor skill is an
important factor.
1Monahan, J. E.
,
and Hollingworth, L. S., ’’Neuromuscular
Capacity of Children Who Tested Above 135 I. Q. ” Journal
of Educational Psychology , February, 1927, Vol. l6,
Pp. 88 - 96.
^Stutsman, R* > ’’Performance Tests for Children of Pre-school
Age
,
Genetic Psychology Monographs
,
1926, Vol. I, Pp. 1-67.
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Hand and eye coordination are found in tests which require
such abilities as arranging blocks, using the pencil,
buttoning, solving puzzles, and discrimination between
weights.
In the developmental studies of Gesell'*' were in-
cluded motor skills which emphasize the hand and eye co-
ordinations. At the five year age level he included under
the motor development: steadiness in the fish test;
copying a square, a triangle, a diagonal and a hexagon;
tracing a cross; and copying a diamond in ink.
Besides these, which are noted as motor skills,
there are other items listed under "personal - social” and
"adaptive behavior”, which likewise include motor functioning.
In both the Kuhlmann2 and the Stanford Revision
3
of the Simon-Binet test, the number of the hand-eye co-
ordinations is more limited then in the Gesell and Merrill-
Palmer tests.
''"Gesell, A.
,
Mental Growth of the Pre-school Child .
Macmillan, 19^6.
%uhlmann
,
F
. ,
A Handbook of Mental Tests , Pp. 101 - 112,
Warwick and York Company, 1922.
Terman, Lewis M.
,
The Measurement of Intelligence , Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1916.
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7At the ages being studied the Kuhlmann test includes: com-
parisons of weights, folding paper, and copying a diamond;
Terman includes: the comparisons of weights, tying a bow,
and copying a diamond.
Motor1 coordination may be studied from a number
of angles, depending upon whether movements are voluntary
or involuntary and upon the particular characteristic or
characteristics of movements involved. When voluntary move-
ments have been studied, the rate, accuracy, precision,
force and extent of movement have been the subjects of in-
vestigation. When involuntary movements have been studied,
the chief concern has been the extent of movement.
2Wellman says demands are being made on the child’s
ability to coordinate his movements such as in:
1. Building blocks.
2. Stringing beads.
3. Buttoning coat.
4. Lacing shoes.
5. Eating.
6. Scribbling.
1Wellman, Beth, "The Development of Motor Coordination in
Young Children", Iowa Studies in Child Welfare , University
of Iowa City, Iowa, 1927, Vol. 3, No. 4, P. 9.
2
Wellman, Beth, "The Development of Motor Coordination in
Young Children", Iowa. Studies in Child Welfare , University
of Iowa City, Iowa, 1927, Vol. 3
,
No. 4, P. 9.
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Fine coordination of the hand and arm is required.
Langley1 believes that "the child of seven or
eight who has not had formal work in reading, but who has had
imaginative and constructive play activities, has been edu-
cated in a sounder and more forward looking manner than a
child who has had two years of formal work in reading”.
Gessell2 states that ”a child of six years is al-
most in constant motion, sometimes clumsy, but his body may
be in active balance as he swings, plays active games, or
skips. He may successfully toss and bounce balls. He tries
jumping rope, sliding, whirling around and hopping a certain
distance. Speed and efficiency in dressing and undressing
will depend upon general intelligence and the amount of
practice”.
^"Langley, Elizabeth, "When Shall We Learn to Read?”
Child Study , Vol. 8, January, 1951, Pp. 135 - 137.
2Gessell, A. and Ilg, F. L.
,
The Child From Five to Ten,
Harper and Brothers Pub. Company, New York, 1946.
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Studies Related to Visual and Auditory Discrimination
From an extensive study of many tests for pre-
dicting reading success Gates and others^ concluded that
"reading readiness is something that children have acquired
in varying degrees; it is something to he taught and not a
series of attributes for the development of which a teacher
can do nothing but wait With few exceptions, the
best test for predicting reading progress are tests of
abilities, interests, and techniques which can be learned
and consequently, successfully taught”.
Many of the tests Gates^ selected as valuable
predictive measures are concerned with visual and auditory
discrimination as:
1. Tests of word recognition (visual).
2. Tests of giving words which begin or end with
the same sound as a given example (auditory).
5. Tests of reading letters of the alphabet
( visual)
•
^Gates, A. I., Bond, G. L.
,
Russell, D. H.
,
"Methods of
Determining Reading Readiness”, Elementary School Journal
,
Vol. 40, Pp. 165 - 167, November, 1939.
2Gates, A. I., "Basic Principles in Reading Readiness
Testing", Teachers College Record , Vol. 49, Pp. 495-506>,
March, 19 3§.
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In another study Gates^ found that word perception
is most closely associated with achievement in reading and
spelling. Intelligence yields the next highest correlation,
whereas tests of perception of geometrical figures of
different sorts, and digits, of associative learning of visual
and visual symbols show slight association.
Other studies have also given the power of visual
discrimination an important place in learning to read.
Wilson and Burke2 while carrying on a study of
reading readiness tests in the Horace Mann School came to
the following conclusions:
1. "Certain abilities with letter forms and
sounds were strikingly related to reading
progress, namely - naming letters, producing
phonic combinations, giving letter sounds and
writing words."
2. "The relationships were much closer than any
other measured abilities including mental age
and I
.
Q.
"
"It appears that sex differences in reading achieve-
ment disappear when specific training for auditory and visual,
discrimination Is given in beginning reading. " 3
ates.A. I., "A Study, of the Role of Visual Perception -
elligence and Certain Associative Processes in Reading
and Spelling", Journal of Educational Psychology
,
Vol,
Pp. 453 - 445, October, 1926.
25,
2Wilson F.and Burke A., "Reading Readiness in a Progressive
School", Teachers College Record, Vol. 58, April, 1937,
Pp. 565 - 568.
3Murphy, Helen A., Dr."s Thesis B. U.
,
1943, P. 78.
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Wilson and others^ reporting on a study in be-
ginning reading, which they carried on for three years con-
clude that reading readiness is in reality reading progress
in the initial stages of learning to read. They see two
aspects in it, namely mechanics and interests, and state
that no inherent qualitative differences explain the rate
of progress in reading. Rather, these authors find these
differences may be explained mainly in terms of learning, wit
the mastery of letter symbols -- both visual and auditory -
the most important part of the process. Their study re-
ported that the children recognized certain sounds as letters
already familiar and used this knowledge in finding the new
words presented to them. Different groups of children
studied in three successive years support this conclusion
that such auditory discriminations used as an aid in
attacking new words. Their correlation of reading success
with readiness scores on the ability in naming letters was
.74, with giving phonic combinations was .84, with giving
letter sounds was .70, and with writing words was .64.
These were much more predictive measures than any others
used, even better than the mental age which had a corre-
lation of .56.
h
^Wilson, F. T., Fleming. C.
,
Burke, A., Garrison, G. G.
"Reading Progress in Kindergarten and Primary Grades"
Elementary School Journal , Vol. 38, Pp. 442 - 449,
February
,
1938.“
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Monroe^- studied the influence of poor auditory
discrimination upon reading defect cases at the institute
for Juvenile Research. She compared a group of thirty-two
unselected First Grade children with thirty-two young non-
readers and found that the "lack of precise auditory dis-
crimination was found to impede the learning which involves
auditory impressions".
pAcomb'
2
concludes that visual and auditory discrimi-
nation, perception and associability sire highly significant
factors in relation to reading ability. He reports a corre-
lation of .70 plus or minus .02 between reading and visual
memory pattern.
The evidence from the investigations made by Murphy
and Junkins 5 appear to stress the significance of auditory
and visual discrimination in determining success in be-
ginning reading. The abilities can be taught.
^Monroe, Marion, Children Who Cannot Read
,
University of
Chicago Press 1932, P. 93.
2Acomb, Allan, "Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading
and Spelling", Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis B. U. School of
Education 1936.
''Murphy, Helen A. and Junkins, Kathryn M.
,
Increasing the
Rate of "Learning in First Grade Reading" Education
.
Vol. 62s Pp. 37 - 39, September, 1941.
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’’Speech defects occur more frequently among poor
readers than among good readers. Regarding reading and
speech as language - related skills, ability in one might
possibly be predicted by the other”, suggests Monroe.^-
Studies Related to Mental Age
Several studies have been made concerning the men
tal age necessary for success in beginning reading.
Davidson
2
reports success in teaching reading to
children of four years mental age.
5Raguse concludes a mental age of five years is
sufficient for success.
Monroe’s
4
findings show that a mental age of six
years does not guarantee success in beginning reading.
1Monroe, Marion, ’’Reading Aptitude Tests for the Prediction
of Success and Failure in Beginning Reading”, Education ,
Vol. 56, 1935 - 1936.
2Davidson, H. P.
,
”An Experimental Study of Bright, Average
and Dull Children at the Four Year Mental Level”, Genetic
Psychology Monographs
,
Vol. 9, Nos. 3 and 4.
5Raguse, F. W.
,
"Qualitative and Quantative Achievement in
First Grade Reading”, Teachers College Record , Vol. 32,
Pp. 424 - 426, February, 1931.
A
’Monroe, M.
,
Children Who Cannot Read
.
University of
Chicago Press, 1932.
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Gates summarized and studied data concerning the
mental age and success in learning to read and concludes
that statements of results have little significance "as
there is no typical First Grade. Things do not affect all
methods nor all types of children the same". From these
studies it appears that no one mental age is a guarantee of
success in beginning reading.
After experimenting with four different groups
of children, he reports the correlation of mental age and
reading ability as shown in the following table:
Correlation of M. A. and Reading Ability
Group Conditions Correlations
I School of Indiana, Pa.
Excellent teachers and best .62
material on the market
II New York City Schools
Above average teachers and more
than average materials
.55
III Urban Public Schools
Average teachers and average materials .44
IV Metropolitan Schools
Large classes, poor teachers and poor
materials
.34
^Gates, A. I., "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning
Reading", Elementary School Journal , Vol. 37, Pp. 498-508,
March, 1957.
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From this study Grates 1 concludes that besides mental age the
following factors are liable to affect beginning readings
a. Types of materials used.
b. Type of teaching including the caring for individual
differences.
c. Skill of the teacher.
d. Size of the class.
e. Amount of preceding preparatory work.
f. Thoroughness of examination.
g. The frequency and treatment of special difficulties
such as visual defects of the pupils.
The most significant finding is the fact that the corre-
lations between M. A. and reading achievement were highest
in the classes in which the best instruction was done and
lowest in those in which the poorest instruction was pro-
vided.
. !
.
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Gates concludes that in a program well adjusted
to individual differences a mental age of 5 appears to be
sufficient in learning to read.
A correlation of .70 between tests of M. A. and
the composite scores on three tests of reading achievement
was determined from a study in reading readiness by Erby^.
2The reading aptitude tests offer a technique for
the rapid survey of a first grade and for early homogeneous
grouping of the children on the basis of their abilities.
Children who deviate markedly from any field should receive
thorough study to determine the causes of deficiency. In
some cases, actual sensory defects in vision and hearing
or physical handicaps preventing adequate motor control
may be discovered to explain a drop in these types of
tests.
3
It has generally been found that when reading
readiness test scores are combined with other measures such
as ratings of personal characteristics and mental test
scores, the coefficient of correlation is raised.
^Erby, Chester Deputy, Ph.D.
,
"Predicting First Grade
Reading Achieve." Teachers College Columbia University,
New York, 1930, P. 31.
2
Monroe, Marion, Education
,
Vol. 56, P. 13.
^Wright, Wendell W., "The Nature and Measurement of Reading
Readiness", National Elementary Principal
,
Seventeenth
Yearbook, July, 1938, Vol. XVII, No. 7, P. 253.
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Carroll^ studied sex differences in visual and
auditory discrimination on the reading readiness level and
17
reported girls superior to boys in visual discrimination
for length of words. She also reported a tendency for girls
to be better than boys in the auditory discrimination re-
quired to distinguish between sounds in words.
Prom these studies it is evident that various
factors affect reading achievement in the first grade.
This study is an attempt to measure motor skills and reading
achievement.
^Carroll, M. W.
,
HSex Differences in Reading Readiness”,
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1941.
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CHAPTER II
Plan of Study
Development of Teat
Research revealed no standard measure of motor
coordination, which was suitable for this study, so a test
was constructed. The main battery consists of eight tests
based on six motor abilities: rope jumping, ball throwing,
bouncing a ball, balancing, following a tracing path and
articulation.
Equipment
1. One regular soft ball.
2. One ordinary sized jump rope.
3. One medium sized rubber (playground) ball.
4. A pencil.
Test I. Swing and jump a rope . After a trial
jump, count the number of successive jumps. The score is
the number of successive jumps.
Test II. Balancing . Holding the left foot in
the right hand behind the right leg, hop around on one
spot within the limits of a circle. Do this three times
without losing balance. This test is scored either success
or failure - the total being three points for success or
zero for failure.
^Monroe, Marion, Reading Aptitude Tests, Houghton Mifflin
Company, The Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass.
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Test III. Ball Throwing for Accuracy . Stand
within a circle. Throw an ordinary sized soft ball along
a straight double line (a path one foot wide between the
lines), eight feet long and divided into quarters. Each
quarter counts two points. Count the distance by points
that the ball travels within the path.
Test IV. Bouncing the Ball . Bounce a medium
sized rubber ball. Count the number of successive bounces.
Beginning counting after one trial bounce.
..
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Test V. Articulation Test (as suggested
by Marion Monroe^- in her reading aptitude test)* Say each
word after the examiner:
1. dolly 11. white light
2. rick - rack 12. slick stick
3. sing song 13. red bed
4. so pretty 14. tick tack toe
5. walk around 15. got gob gop
6. hot honey 16. they thought this
7. that thing 17. letter pepper setter
8. grow grass 18. big black bear
9. funny fairy 19. incandescent
10. small smock 20. inaccessibility
Count each word or group of words pronounced correctly.
20
Test VI. Speed of Speech . Say the words as
fast as is possible within the limit of fifteen seconds.
Score by counting the number of times each word can be
distinguished.
1. contented
2. far away
3. up the road
.. •
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Test VII. Ocular - Motor. This test consists of
a hectographed copy of a picture of a frog in the upper
left hand corner and a (winding) path of lilypads leading
from the frog to the bottom of the page. A line is to be
drawn from the lilypad with the little cross to the one
with the large cross showing how the frog gets from the
first lilypad to the last. The idea is to make the frog
jump on every lilypad. To score count the lilypads that
are marked. Each one counts two points. Take three points
off for each lilypad not marked. The total possible score
is thirty.
Monroe, in her reading aptitude test* attempts
to determine motor ability by the use of two motor tests -
one testing steadiness of hand and the other the ability
to write one's name. Test VII was built on the order of
Monroe's, enlarged upon to be more simple and interesting
to children.
^ O o
o
o °o ^
O o° o
_o
•^Houghton Mifflin Company.
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Test VIII Tracing Path
This test is similar to Beth Wellman 1 s result of ex-
periment with the use of the tracing path and tracing
board. A hectographed copy of six vertical paths,
graduating from one sixteenth of an inch apart to one
fourth of an inch. The child is told to draw a line
with a pencil from the beginning, which is the narrowest
end to the widest end, keeping within the path. The first
is a practice path - the rest to be scored one point each
if the lime is drawn within the path.
c. v . o )•: '
.
•/
.
Aside from the main battery a teacher’s observation
chart was planned to be scored with the main test* Six
items were decided upon, namely : tying shoes, putting
on wraps, using a pencil, using crayons, throwing a
ball and skipping. This chart, scored wholly by the
teacher’s judgement, gives an intersting indication
of neuro-muscular conditions. Since poor readers are
sometimes conspicuously fatiguable in activities re-
quiring prolonged attention, this chart was thought
worthy of being included in the motor skills test. In
order to facilitate the means of scoring
,
the child
is given one check if his score is good, two checks if
he makes a good attempt and zero for poor. In the actual
scoring good counts three points, good attempt counts
two points and poor counts zero.
The main battery of the Motor Skills Test and the
Teacher's Observation Chart may be found in the appendix.
•: v 'i t j . ,\f
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Subjects of the Study
This study was conducted with 105 children in
six first grades in a small college town. The schools
were located in six different sections of the town.
The Chronological Ages of the children ranged
from 5 years, 4 months to 7 years, 8 months. The Mental
Ages of the same group ranged from 4 years, 5 months to
9 years, 4 months. Tabe I shows the mean chronological
and mean mental ages.
TABLE I
Mean Chronological Age and Mean Mental Age
Mean C. A. S. D. Mean M. A. S. D.
6-6 4.56 7-1 13.05
These scores show that the intelligence of the population
was higher than normal.
.-
. I
.
. • •
Procedure
This experiment was begun the first week of
September, when each child in six first grades was given
the Pintner Cunningham Mental Abilities Test, Primary I,
Form A,
1
to determine the mental ages of the population.
The test was administered and scored by the regular class-
room teachers.
o
Gates Reading Readiness tests were given by
the same teachers to the same pupils.
The Motor Skills test which was built for this
experiment, was given next by the same teachers. This
test was likewise scored by the person performing the
experiment.
The first week in February the Detroit Word
Recognition Test, Primary Form A, 5 was given to the group
to determine progress in reading, so the scores from the
five tests previously mentioned might be correlated with
the reading test scores.
1Bureau of Publication, Teachers College, Columbia .Un.
2
Teachers College, Columbia Un.
3
World Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson, N. Y.
.,vl
: •
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To initiate the testing procedure which followed
the regular testing, the author met with the Primary
Supervisor and the teachers of the children of the experi-
ment to explain the purpose of the plan and instruct the
teachers in using the tests. Cooperation was readily
secured and the rest of the testing program was under way
the second week of September.
Dr. Helen Murphy* s Auditory and Visual Tests
were given to the same group of children by the classroom
teachers and scored by the one making the experiment.
.'
Jl . Xvt
,
1 f; JCl )? ~ B.'.J
e 'rrlfi'iijM nelefi -
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CHAPTER III
Analysis of Data
The data were analyzed to find relationship of
the various factors studied:
1. Motor Skills.
2. Visual Discrimination.
3. Auditory Discrimination.
4. Mental Age.
Table II shows these relationships.
TABLE II
Relationship of Reading Achievement and Readiness Factors
Factor No. R S . E.
Motor Skills 105 .027 .098
Reading Readiness 105 .348 .086
Visual Discrimination 105 .348 .086
Auditory Discrimination 105 .424 .080
Mental Age 105 .545 .068
Motor skills shows the lowest correlation of
.027 which indicates practically no relationship. Reading
Readiness and Visual Discrimination show correlations of
•348, Auditory Discrimination .424 and Mental Age .545.
* Pearson Product Moment Method
.. . [
•
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The data were analyzed, also, to find the sex
differences in relation to reading achievement and
readiness factors. Table III shows these relationships.
TABLE III
Sex Differences in Relation to Reading Achievement and
Readiness Factors
Factor Sex No. R S. E.
Motor Skills Boys 57 .150 .130
Girls 48 .140 .120
R. R. Boys 57 .256 .016
Girls 48 .335 .018
Visual Boys 57 .166 .017
Girls 48 .340 .115
Auditory Boys 57 .494 .013
Girls 48 .507 .015
Mental Age Boys 57 .496 .013
Girls 48 .406 .017
Pearson Product Moment Method
The study of sex differences in the factors show
correlations of Auditory to be .507 for girls and .494 for
boys; Visual, .340 for girls and .166 for boys; Reading
Readiness, .335 for girls and .256 for boys; Mental Age,
•496 for boys and .406 for girls; Motor skills, .150 for
boys and .140 for girls.
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0 ’dell1 states that a correlation of .40 is
high enough to indicate that there is a definite relation-
ship between the two things correlated, but that is so
low that estimates of traits of one from the other would
be scarcely better than guesses. On this basis the corre-
lations obtained are interpreted to mean that while some
correlation is present between the factors studied and
reading achievement, there is no statistical significance
in the relationship.
1
0 , dell, Charles W. Statistical Method in Education,
New York, D. Appleton - Century Company, 1935, P. 190
..
.
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CHAPTER IV
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to find the re-
lationship of certain readiness factors in beginning
reading. The factors studied were:
1. Motor Skills.
2. Visual Discrimination.
3. Auditory Discrimination.
4. Mental Age.
In order to have a basis of comparison the
Gates Reading Readiness Test1 was used also.
In September 105 children in six different first
grades In a small community were given the Gates Reading
Readiness Test2
,
the Pintner Cunningham Test of Mental
Ability
3
,
the Murphy Test of Visual and Auditory Dis-
crimination and an original test of motor skills. Reading
achievement was measured by the Detroit Word Recognition
Test^, given in February.
1Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Un.
2
Teachers College, Columbia Un.
3
Teachers College, Columbia Un.
4
World Book Company
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The scores on these tests were analyzed and the
following conclusions are drawn;
1# All the factors studied showed fairly low
positive correlations.
2.
The factors ranged in this orders Mental Age
.545, Auditory .424, Visual .348, Readiness .348,
and Motor .027
3.
A study of sex differences in the factors
showed the correlations of auditory and visual
discrimination and reading readiness to be higher
with reading achievement for the girls and mental
age with reading achievement was higher for the
boys.
4.
Motor skills do not seem to be an important
factor in reading readiness.
..
;
• *: •
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MOTOR SKILLS TEST
Alta Melissa Saunders
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VISUAL AND AUDITORY TEST
DR. HELEN A. MURPHY
k
GROUP TEST FOR AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
FOR
GRADE I
Helen A. Murphy
Rhode Island College of Education
Name
Date
Date of birth
School
Age
Score
Beginning consonants
Beginning blends
Final consonants
Rhymes
Total
Grade
Copyright 1941, Helen A. Murphy
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GROUP TEST FOR VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Name
Date
FOR
GRADE I
Helen A. Murphy
Rhode Island College of Education
School
Age Grade
Copyright 1941, Helen A. Murphy
1. in s 0 g y 14. w u V y n
2. e 0 S m t c 0 a e d
3. h m n u V 16. w u n m V
4. e a c 0 r •
i
—
1
m 0 h n r
5. V w u m n 001— g y i i q
6. c e 0 a r CT)1— e (5 3 1 t
7. e 0 c g a / 20. f t h k i
8. t $> h b k •
i
—
1
02 n m k 1 h
9. s c 0 m f 22
.
$ 0 n m u
•
c
i
—
1
h k 1 t f 23. d b q g
o
1
—
1
1
— h -p© f l 24. g b P q d
12. g p y q h 25. P g b d q
o
DO11 s X 0 m z 26. d P g q b
1
.
at
ill all
ball
fall
10
.
mice
nose
race
ice
nice
2
.
no
imp in
on
nip
11
.
speak speck
stick spice peck
3. dog boy
day boys play
12. jdrip prop
drops rap drop
4. me mien
name man run
13. Jump jest
just jot must
5. saw war"
as was waste
14 . along
alone lone
around
atone
6
. tis sit
sat it site
15. clear
close climb
clean
lean
7 . dark lack
clock black block
16.
world
would word
whirl wound
8
.
^barn
burn bar
bun
done
17. forgot target
forget forgotten first
9. frost first
fast firm trust
18. terror tremble
trouble terribly terrible
19. par park 23. inform uniform
party part dark reform information form
20. quite quick 24* curtain certain
quack quiet quit sustain curtains maintain
21. dinner differ 25. hovel shave
different difference shovels shrivel shovel
22. sure scare
-
—
26. contact contain
secure server cure-' contract capital convict
tfCUSOJELi ijglJLJ^L.10—L-
Each child has a copy of the test, a oencil and a col rod
m r^er.
Say, 'Tut y ur m.rVer under this line like this (demon-
strating). I as going to hold up a card that has one letter
like one letter in that r ow. f>ee if y u can find the letter
Ilk© this." Hold up card Humber 1. "i ut a circle ar und this
latter on your pap r." Be sure each child h? s the correct
lett* r. Help any child needing it. "Wove y ur n rker do«n
the next line." Cun you find this letter?" (Exposing card
Number 2). Be sure all have it correct.
"How, I’m going to see if you can do the oth rs without
help. Move y ur marker un ;er the next line, dutch. " (Hold
Curd five sec nds). "Mark and move your m rker.
"
Continue these directions before each line. Be sure
the children watch all the time the card is exposed.
The following are the key letters and words:
g, s, ra, o f w, o, a, 1, z, t, k, y, x # v,
e, u, n, J, i, f, h, r, d, g, p, b;
all, nip, boy, man, saw, sat, block, bum, first,
nose, sploe, dr p, Jump, alone, cle r, world,
forget, terrible, part, oulfce, different, cure,
inform, certain, hovel, capital.
The sc re is the number of c meet items.
u.
Helen A. rurphy
Boston University
School of Education
Copyright 1945
directions for adninist kino auditory test*
FOHM a
Each child needs a copy of the test
and a pencil.
Preliminary .xercise
ss
«?} ifir^s
SSS b£& .ith *?^You’sa; then after me." Dictate: for. fat.
fire, fix.
"No, open your booRs and fold the pjgjj*^ ^!»T°Che“
gee these pictures—a ' 1 m e are crying to mark
to be sore each child has the correct
page. "*• Bve^ox ^ ^
some of these pictures, but n
_ v t nieture of the bird,
gether. listen very carefully. L- ^It/sound li'-e beet at the
Liston ci refull
. thla / niustr ting). Listen again,,beginning? Yes. Mar* ltU*« is^lll i '“Boning? MarV it."
beet, ball. Does ball soun
. t>0 aord3 in the line. Chocfc
oarefully
t
to besureVh are following the directions.
*, -i t nA | .pa coing to mark the things
"How lo k at the next line* - , . „
, rnVe candle. Does
in this line that begin ll’'e ,cu_c. - ao’no oh 11 r artt
candle sound like O.Ve at the beginning^ ^
— —
*
itte — 8t *“•
beginning? No. We won't ra.rV men.
•Look at the next line. This time we
sh
^\™ef8^d"re
that begin like dance. LJ“
ta
*b"^11 ’mnr|'the dog.' Listen—
at the beginning? J*®
s
; ^'alllte^t the beginning? Yes, and
we'll
dance, door. *> «*•! •®"*|
_
danoe
,
table. Will you mar* the
mark the door. Listen ca
^
er
'J
7 ™ni y-oi mark the duck? Yes,
table? No. Listen—dance, duck. ill
u
mark the duc1r . n
•'Look at the next line. We re going
t
. f^^tball^
3
this line th t begin like f^£r. y | marl/the football. Listen
Does football begin li^o . ‘ ,.v
*
rv the canoe? No. Liston
ssES^rsarsai S? *•'«« .?••• mrv the f
Listen—father , key. Will you mark the key?
No.
g
I
“Look at the whole page. Did you mark every picture? No.
Did you mark three pictures in every line? No. Sometimes we
m rk four pictures in a line, sometimes we mark two, and some-
times we mark three.
"
"Turn your page and find the picture of the garden. We are
going to do this whole page and I»m not going to help you any
more. Be sure to listen carefully and mark only the pictures with
names like the words I say. Listen carefully and watch the
pictures.” Give no more help. Say the word each time before the
name of the picture.
',
Auditory Test
Form A
Page 1. Beginning sounds.
Row 1. go—garden, goat, gate, button
,f 2. hammer—hat
,
book, signal, house
" 3, jello— jumprope, jack-o-lantern, cage, jug
" 4. like—ladder, telephone, leaf, lady
n 5. mother—mouse, box, lemon, moon
” 6, name—next, night, nail, broom
w 7. paint—pail, Santa, pear, pencil
" 8, red—rake, rabbit, flower, rooster
n 9. sing—sailboat
,
saw, balloon, cap
Page 2. Beginning sounds.
Row 1. take—toy, toothbrush, daisy, tent
n 2. wait—window, horse, cow, windmill
n 3. very—violin, umbrella, vegetables, vase
” 4* chop—chair, chicken, chain, cherries
” 5. shake— shoe, sled, shovel, ship
n 6. true—truck, tree, train, broken
" 7. spell-spoon, spider, butterfly, spill
" 8. stamp— stairs
,
chimney, rose, star
" 9. Practice row for final sound. Work together,
farm—arm, dress, barn, drum.
"Now we are going to mark the ones that sound alike at the end.
Listen carefully.
"
Page 3. Final sounds.
Row 1. early—candy, potato, cooky, turkey
" 2. fern—horn, clown, wagon, pipe
" 3. start— (farrot, pi nt, bread, oar
" 4. dog—bag, flag, tub, rug
" 5. crowd—bed, kite, bud, road
n 6. grass
—
grapes, scissors, hoe, duck
" 7. trick—clock, truck, tractor, fork
" 8. girl—squirrel, look, hill, bowl
" 9. peep—cup, lamp, face, bat
Page 4. Final sounds.
Row 1. wing—swing, king, string, pin
" 2. run—sun, ear, bun, gun
" 3. sat—mat, peas, bat, nut
” 4. man—pan, pig, fan, can
” 5. grand—hand, band, swim, boot



